
As the sun rose, it was time for battle.  Powerfully, the fierce Roman Soldier
grasped his sword and began to draw it smoothly from its sheath.  As it

emerged, the gleaming steel whispered its secrets.  Light danced on the deathly
blade like fire on ice.  Sharper than a razor, the fearsome sword sang as it cut

through the cold air leaving death in its wake.  
 

Against the deep, crimson sunset of his robe, the Centurian's armour was the
sun.  As he wielded his sword, his ruby cloak danced in the wind.  He was a robot

of destruction dressed in polished metal.
 

Roaring like a lion, the terrifying soldier advanced.  His opponent's heart with
filled with fear when he approached.  The metallic nails on his sturdy sandals
rang out like a blacksmith's hammer and the golden sand billowing around his

feet was a hazy cloud.
 

Their swords embraced and the battle began.
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Verbs Nouns

Adjectives Similes

'Doing' words 
- fought, charged, attacked

'Naming' words 
- shield, spear, arms

'Describing' words 
- sparkling, sharp, deadly

Like a.... / As a...
He ran like the wind
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Personification When an object is given human qualities
The river sang... / the wind screamed...


